
  

  

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

PRICES ARE PER PERSON. MINIMUM 2 TRAVELING TOGETHER 

PANORAMIC CITY TOUR OR SHOPPING TOUR……………………………………………………………………………………$45.00  
 A tour of the city takes you to the area of San Benito to see the Monument of the Revolution, and to the residential areas of  
Escalon and Maquilishuat  Then, to Plaza Barrios on the downtown of the city, to see the National Theater, Cathedral, and 

National Palace. Continue on to Balboa Park in Los Planes de Renderos from you will have a panoramic view of the city and 

to Puerta del Diablo (two enormous rock formations).   
If you are interested on shopping we take you to a Market place stores where you will shop clothe at lower price. 
Daily departure. 9:00 a.m.  and  2:30p.m.        Time   3 - h.  

THE SAN SALVADOR VOLCANO & THE CAPITOL CITY…………………………………………………………………..$85.00       
This one is the closest volcano to the capitol city, its native name was Quezaltepeque, (the quetzal bird hill) currently it’s 

known as Boquerón, because of its big crater. Its located west of San Salvador and it includes the mountains of: Picacho 

(1.967m) and Jabalí (1,397 m). The crater (El Boquerón) has a diameter of 1,500m and its 1,800 m over sea level. This volcano 

has had several times eruption since 1671, last in 1917 almost devastated the capital completely and covered with lava a big 

part in the north face, this place today is known as el Playón. After visit the crater you will have a fly experience through the 

majestic San Salvador volcano through the mountain and coffee plantations in a fun and safe way. You will enjoy a canopy 

tour, in the first section of the tour you will be able to contemplate the flora y fauna of the volcano; you can see birds, 

squirrels and many other animals of the region, amaze your eyes with the pine trees, oak trees and different variety of 

centenary trees.  
Level of Difficulty: Il - IIl  
Included:  Transportation, fee entrance, guide, Canopy Guides certified and trainees abroad, Bottle of Water, Complete 

professional equipment  

Recommendations: light clothing, backpack, sun block, bug repellent, running shoes, sunglasses. 

Departure: 8:30 AM             Return: 3:00 PM  
  

THE MAYAN ROUTE…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$110.00  

El Salvador is part of the Mayan World. One of the archeological Mayan discoveries of greatest importance in the last 50 

years is a Mayan village that shows us how the Mayas lived more than 1,400 years ago. The site called Joya de Ceren was 

preserved by nature upon being buried under the ashes of the volcano Loma Caldera eruption and is considered as one of 
the principal sites of what is known as the Mayan Route or the Mesoamerican Route. It has been recognized by UNESCO as 

Patrimony of   Humanity. After you see its museum and walk around the site, you will be transferred to San Andres, a 

ceremonial center where semi-discovered structures (pyramids), some mounds and its historical museum can be 
appreciated. After that you will visit Santa Ana city, one of the principal cities in El Salvador; where you will see its historic 

downtown and have lunch in a restaurant where you will taste the exquisite Salvadorian cuisine. In the Afternoon, you will 

be transported to Chalchuapa where we will find archeological site, El Tazumal  we will visit and admire their pyramids, as 
well as listening to the  historical briefings of its inhabitants. Included is the opportunity to see archeological remains in the 

museums.  
Level of difficulty:  1 (walking around the sites) Included: transportation, tour guide, entrance fees. Lunch cost not Included 

Recommendations:  comfortable shoes, (not sandals), sun block, hat, sunglasses, and cameras. Departure: 8:30 AM               

Return: 4:30 PM  
  

 

 



  

  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

CIHUATAN MAYAN SITE and THE COLONIAL TOWN OF SUCHITOTO………………………………………………..$95.00  
Today after breakfast we will take the highway and drive until we arrive to CIHUATAN ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE, a thousand 

years ago a giant Mayan metropolis; you will discover the least known and most spectacular treasure Maya in El Salvador, 
then we take the road to SUCHITOTO village, the first place being founded by The Spanish conquers in San Salvador in 1528, 

and used it as a headquarters for expeditions to conquer the rest of the country until the capital was relocated in 1545. 

Located on the shores of Lake Suchitlán, the city has been reborn since the civil war ended in 1992. Its whitewashed walls, 
cobbled streets and tiled roofs give it a tranquil colonial flavor. Lunch time in a well known restaurant of Suchitoto town. (not 

included)  
Level of difficulty:  I (walking around the sites to visit)       Included: transportation, tour guide, entrance fees  

Recommendations:  comfortable shoes, (not sandals), sun block, hat, sunglasses, and cameras. Departure: 

8:30 AM               Return: 4:00 PM  
  

RUTA DE LAS FLORES: COLONIAL AND ARTISANS TOWNS – THE COFFEE REGION……………………………$95.00  
Today you will visit magic places full of nature and amazing views. This route is specially recommended for those interested 

in cultural things and nature lovers. Since we departure from San Salvador, you will enjoyed on the entire route, the 
impressive land of El Salvador.  You will pass across the City of Sonsonate and then take a road to Ahuachapán, on this way 

there is a series of towns with a lot of cultural traditions and beautiful mountains around them. The first town will be 

Nahuizalco, characterized for having strong pre-Columbian traditions. This is one of the country’s most important indigenous 
and crafts populations. Baskets and furniture woven from natural fibers such as “Tule” and wicker dress up the streets. Its 

colonial church and the nocturnal market, lighted with candles, are an attraction in itself. In the heart of the route we find 

Salcoatitan. Its white colonial church in front of the Central Plaza is one of its main attractions. It was here where the first 
coffee tree was planted, a profitable item that supports the local economy.   
We continue our tour towards Juayua, famous for its Black Christ. This beautiful town is of coffee tradition and it envelopes 
an extraordinary climate and nature. From the verandas we can observe the natives picking up the coffee beans. We will also 

visit the town of Apaneca where we will find lots of crafts and shops that work the coffee wood.  Here the flowers grow in 

abundance and the constant breeze expels pine and coffee scents. We will finalize our trip at Concepcion de Ataco, a 

preColumbian town established by the Pipiles tribe (descendents of the Mayas) and located in the heart of the mountain 
where its cobblestone streets and lanterns take us back in history. Enjoy the serenity of a town in the mountains. The locals 

elaborate colorful textiles in traditional pedal looms. Amongst their crafts variations they also fabricate musical string 

instruments. In this zone we have several tours options (not included): visit a Coffee factory, a Canopy tour, mountain biking, 
horseback riding, Buggie tours, trekking/hiking, etc.   
Included: transportation, tour guide         Recommendations: comfortable walking shoes, sun block, light clothing, raining 

cape, hat, sunglasses. Cash for souvenirs shopping Departure: 8:30 A M                         Return: 5:00 P   
  

THE PARK OF THE VOLCANOES & COATEPEQUE LAKE…………………………………………………………....$110.00       
Departure from San Salvador and taking a panoramic highway until arrival to the National park known as “EL CERRO VERDE” 

that is located at the west of El Salvador. This Park has being recognized for its diverse Flora and Fauna and biological 

richness. The Park includes more than 164 bird species such as: Torogoz (national bird of El Salvador, whose colorful 

feathers represent a symbol of family unity), Crested Eagles, Hawks, Hummingbirds, Blue jays, Green billed Toucan, among 
others. Cerro Verde is an inactive volcano located at an altitude of 2.035Mts. above sea level, with a longitude of aprox.500 

hectares of tropical forest and temperatures that run between 12º C until 18º C. You will enjoy a walk through beautiful trails, 

from where we can observe the majestic Izalco volcano, the giant Ilamatepeq (Santa Ana’s) volcano, the Port of Acajutla in 
the Pacific Ocean and the highlands of the Sierra of Apaneca. In the noon you’ll be driven to Coatepeque Lake whose name 

comes from the Nahuat tongue that means “snake hill”. Right there you will have a delightful lunch on one of the beauties 

Restaurants you’ve ever see. It is without a doubt one of the most beautiful places in El Salvador, and considered one of the 
ten most beautiful lakes of the world. Return to San Salvador.  Level of Difficulty: I – II (walking on volcano Cerro Verde trails) 

Included: land transportation, tour guide. Fee entrance 
Recommendations: light clothing, sun block, bug repellent, running shoes, sunglasses, and cash for souvenir shopping.  
Departure: 8:30 AM             Return: 5:00 PM  

 
 

  



  

  

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

THE IZALCO VOLCANO & COATEPEQUE LAKE…………………………………………………………………..……$135.00      
If you are one of those who love adventure you cannot missed the chance to climb the Izalco volcano. Approximately time: 5 

hours; hiking level: intermediate. We recommend bringing a camera, tennis or hiking shoes, a cap, lights clothes, jeans better 
than short pants, a light jacket, Insect repellent and water. We will begin the tour leaving San Salvador at 8.30 AM to Cerro 

Verde Volcano National Park, which is 65 kms west of San Salvador. It takes around one hour to get there. The adventures 

start with a stroll around the park. After this we will start our hike around 10:00 AM by taking a trail to the Izalco Volcano, 
where we will go up the hill towards its crater, we’ll be accompanied by specialist tour guide. The fun will continue for us on 

the way back when we take an ash slide down to a dense foggy jungle we’ll be returning aprox at 2:00 PM. Following this day 

of action-packed fun we will go to Coatepeque Lake where we will have the lunch time in one of the beauties Restaurant in 
the area. You will have time to rest or to swimming at the lake.    
Level of Difficulty: Il - IIl  
Included: land transportation, tour guides. Fee entrance. 
Recommendations: light clothing, backpack, sun block, bug repellent, running shoes, sunglasses. 

Departure: 6:30 AM             Return: 5:00 PM  
  

SUN AND BEACH TOUR………………………………………………………………………….……………………………$115.00  
Today is time of sun and beach, do not forget your swimming clothe To make good use of the day, we’ll pick you up early in 

the morning at your hotel, and take you to one of the most beautiful beaches in our country: LA COSTA DEL SOL.  Costa del 

Sol is located one hour and fifteen minutes East from San Salvador. You will rest and enjoy a lot watching the waves, the 

sun and having a great time with a tour boat at Jaltepeq Estuary included.  
Included: Transportation, fee entrance, Boat  

Recommendations: swimming clothe, backpack, sun block, bug repellent, running shoes, sunglasses.  
DEPARTURE 8:00 AM                        Return:  5:00 PM                         

CLIMB TO THE SUMMIT OF SANTA ANA (ILAMATEPEQ) VOLCANO ……………………………………………….$125.00  
This is the highest of the 24 volcanoes in El Salvador and it has the most spectacular view of a steaming crater.  The adventure 

initial at 8.30 Am Departure to Cerro Verde National Park, arriving approximately at 10:00 AM so you will have a short time to 

have a Visit of the Natural Park Cerro Verde, which is an old inactive volcano located at an altitude of 2035 meters (6670 feet) 

and length of 500 hectares (1235 acres); today it is a cloud forest. This is one of most beautiful treks in the country and it 

starts at the Eco Park, easily one of El Salvador’s best spots to get up close and personal with the volcanoes.  On your way 

up, you’ll hike through the high plateau and dwarf forests; this combination of pastures, sparse bushes and gigantic maguey 

plants make this a unique landscape in all of Mesoamerica.  You will Enjoy the breathtaking views of Izalco Volcano, Cerro 

Verde and the Pacific Ocean as you climb to the summit (2,365 mts or 6,404 ft.) and then feel the heat of the volcano’s 

enormous, boiling crater lake.  This aquamarine pool is over 300 meters (984 ft.) deep!  You’ll also be able to get a great view 

of Lake Coatepeque.  Once you’ve had your fill of panoramic views, the tour will wrap up back at the starting point.  
Level of Difficulty: Il - IIl  
Included: land transportation, tour guide. Fee entrance. 
Recommendations: light clothing, backpack, sun block, bug repellent, running shoes, sunglasses. 

Departure: 6:30 AM             Return: 3:00 PM  
  

WHITE WATER RAFTING (CLASS II-IV) W/BOX LUNCH …………………………………………………………………$150.00  
Our day begin at 7.00 AM with a trip to the western part of El Salvador until arrive to the Lempa River. It is here we will begin 

our morning of exhilarating river rafting down a challenging section of the Lempa -- the largest river in the country. The 

trained professional staff will introduce you to the techniques required to Master River rafting as we experience exciting 

class 1-2 rapids. As our confidence builds, we will graduate to the more challenging portions of the river where our heart 

accelerates as we encounter the class 3-4 rapids. Return to San Salvador.  
Level of Difficulty: Il - IV  
Included:  Transportation, fee entrance, guide, Guides certified and trainees abroad, Bottle of Water, Complete professional 

equipment  

Recommendations: light clothing, backpack, sun block, bug repellent, running shoes, sunglasses. 

Departure: 8:30 AM             Return: 3:00 PM  



  

  

 

   

 

 

  

 
SCUBA DIVING TOUR……………………………………………………………………………………………………………$135.00  
 Dive in El Salvador is a special thing. You can do it at the Pacific Ocean or in a Volcanic Lake.  
Los Cobanos (located in the Pacific Ocean) is one of the most beautiful diving places and it is located to 80 Km from San 

Salvador. At Los Cobanos you will find the only coral reef with 157 km. extension in the country. Located in the Sonsonate 

department, 15km south of the City of Sonsonate (department head), near the Acajutla Port.  In this waters we can find 

abundant  fauna, such as the angel fish, grouper, barracudas, sting rays, parrot fish, octopus, lobsters, Yellowfin tuna, 

snapper, Snook, sea urchin,  eel, surgeon fish, damsels, starfish, whales and sperm whales (specially during December and 

January). If you prefer something different we strong recommend visiting Coatepeque or Ilopango Lakes. Coatepeque lake 

is located in Santa Ana (60 km from San Salvador) surrounded by Cerro Verde and the Santa Ana and Izalco  
Volcanoes, into this crater with lots of water life you can see Catfish, Guapote, Zebra fish, etc. Ilopango Lake is located in 

San Salvador and it is the biggest lake in El Salvador, It has big islands and big cliffs going down. One of the most beautiful 

places to dive in Ilopango Lake is Los Cerros Quemados.  
Level of Difficulty: Il - IV  
Included:  Transportation, fee entrance, guide, Guides certified and trainees abroad, Bottle of Water, Complete professional 

equipment  

Recommendations: swimming clothe, backpack, sun block, bug repellent, running shoes, sunglasses.  
Departure: 8:30 AM             Return: 3:00 PM  
  

SURF AT SUNZAL BEACH…………………………………………………………………………………………………….$115.00  
Playa Sunzal Beach, destination for surfing amateurs, is the ideal place to come with the initial contact with Salvadorian 

surfing, and a safe and thrilling experience is guaranteed.  
It is considered by the specialized media and international surfers among the 10 best beaches of the world to practice surfing.  
Sunzal Beach is the rocky point that forms the right wave that can be surfed up to 273 meters during good conditions.  The 

Sunzal is an easy wave, without a doubt, and the most thrilling for surfers of all levels.  In this place you can find children 

and young people practicing their bodysurfing and boogie skills.  
In these towns of El Salvador the charm of practicing surfing serves as a common focal point between the travelers and the 

locals.  Really, this is a unique destination in reference to sun, beach, and surfing.  

Included: Transportation, equipment (board and wax), lunch, and two beverages  
Recommendation:  sun block, sunglasses, bathing suit, beach towel, extra clothing. Mosquito repellent. 
Minimum age:  12 years old       Maximum age:  55 years old   Maximum weight:  250 lbs per person  
Physical Condition:  You must be in good physical conditions and no affection to the blood pressure and heart.  You must have basic 

swimming abilities.  
Notice:  Due to ocean conditions and other natural elements, it is possible that changes may occur before or during the programmed 

activity.  However, El Salvador is known for its waves and climatic consistency. Departure:   6:00 AM                         Return:  4:00 

PM  
  

  

 TRANSFER FROM AIRPORT TO SAN SALVADOR…………………………………………………………………………………$20.00 
TRANSFER FROM AIRPORT TO COSTA DEL SOL BEACH……………………………………………………………………...$35.00 
TRANSFER FROM AIRPORT TO LA LIBERTAD BEACH AREA…..………………….………………………………………...$35.00 

http://www.geocities.com/erick_calderon/Coatepeque.html
http://www.geocities.com/erick_calderon/Coatepeque.html
http://www.geocities.com/erick_calderon/Coatepeque.html
http://www.geocities.com/erick_calderon/Coatepeque.html
http://www.geocities.com/erick_calderon/Ilopango.html
http://www.geocities.com/erick_calderon/Ilopango.html

